Ablation for atrial fibrillation

Three-dimensional atrial wall thickness maps to inform catheter ablation procedures for atrial fibrillation
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Aims
Transmural lesion formation is critical to success in atrial fibrillation ablation and is dependent on left atrial wall thickness (LAWT). Pre- and peri-procedural planning may benefit from LAWTh measurements.

Methods and results
To calculate the LAWTh, the Laplace equation was solved over a finite element mesh of the left atrium derived from the segmented computed tomographic angiography (CTA) dataset. Local LAWTh was then calculated from the length of field lines derived from the Laplace solution that spanned the wall from the endocardium or epicardium. The method was validated on an atrium phantom and retrospectively applied to 10 patients who underwent routine coronary CTA for standard clinical indications at our institute. The Laplace wall thickness algorithm was validated on the left atrium phantom. Wall thickness measurements had errors of <0.2 mm for thicknesses of 0.5–5.0 mm that are attributed to image resolution and segmentation artefacts. Left atrial wall thickness measurements were performed on 10 patients. Successful comprehensive LAWTh maps were generated in all patients from the coronary CTA images. Mean LAWTh measurements ranged from 0.6 to 1.0 mm and showed significant inter and intra patient variability.

Conclusions
Left atrial wall thickness can be measured robustly and efficiently across the whole left atrium using a solution of the Laplace equation over a finite element mesh of the left atrium. Further studies are indicated to determine whether the integration of LAWTh maps into pre-existing 3D anatomical mapping systems may provide important anatomical information for guiding radiofrequency ablation.
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Introduction
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a prevalent and progressive condition associated with increased morbidity and mortality. Isolation of the pulmonary veins via radiofrequency ablation (RFA) offers effective treatment of symptoms in drug refractory symptomatic patients with paroxysmal AF. However, long-term success rates of ablation procedures remain suboptimal with many patients requiring multiple procedures.

Left atrial wall thickness (LAWT) is likely to be an important parameter in determining procedural success from RFA. The thickness of the left atrial wall is related not only to the risk of cardiac perforation and tamponade following ablation¹,² but also to the success rates in achieving effective transmural lesions. Furthermore, LAWTh has been shown to predict the transition from paroxysmal to persistent AF,³ be associated with complex fractionated electrograms,⁴ and to influence the behaviour of rotor activation patterns⁵ that may identify suitable ablation targets for patients with both paroxysmal and persistent AF.⁶

Despite these potential benefits, the measurement of LAWTh poses a number of challenges. The morphology and regional wall thickness of the left atrium is highly variable and in the presence of
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What’s new?

- We describe and demonstrate a protocol for segmenting out the atrial myocardium tissue from contrast cardiac computed tomography images.
- We have developed a robust and automated algorithm for calculating maps of atrial wall thickness across the entirety of the left atrium.
- The wall thickness algorithm is validated using a 3D printed atrial phantom.
- The ability to calculate the left atrial wall thickness maps across the atrium is demonstrated in 10 patient cases.

AF, there is an implicit need for an imaging technique with both a high temporal and spatial resolution to be able to measure the LAWT reliably. These factors are largely accountable for the absence of any routine approach for measuring LAWT in clinical practice. The primary aim of this study was to determine whether the application of an image derived finite element method could be used to provide a reliable semi-automated technique for providing a LAWT map of the entire left atrial surface in patients undergoing routine coronary computed tomographic angiography (CTA). The secondary aim was to validate this approach for measuring LAWT using a 3D printed left atrial phantom.

Methods

As part of this feasibility study, we retrospectively analysed 10 consecutive patients who underwent clinically indicated coronary CTA at Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust from January 2013 through July 2013. Patients were excluded if they had a prior history of mechanical aortic or mitral valve implantation, permanent pacemaker implantation, AF with a ventricular rate \(>120\) b.p.m., a BMI \(>35\), and if their image quality was not considered adequate for clinical interpretation. All patients underwent detailed analysis of their coronary arteries for clinical purposes, followed by an assessment of LAWT using a freely available segmentation tools package and a finite element-based method, as detailed below.

Coronary computed tomographic angiography image acquisition and reconstruction

Coronary CTA was performed on a Philips 256 iCT scanner (Philips Healthcare, Amsterdam, Netherlands). Beta-blockade with intravenous metoprolol was used to achieve a heart rate of \(<65\) b.p.m. for those patients in sinus rhythm and \(<100\) b.p.m. for patients in AF. All patients received 0.8 mg of sublingual nitroglycerin spray 3–5 min prior to the scan acquisition to dilate the coronary arteries. Following adequate heart rate control, 90 mL of intravenous contrast (Omnipaque; GE Healthcare, Princeton, NJ, USA), followed by 90 mL of a 35%:65% contrast to saline mix, and 20 mL of a saline chaser, at a rate of 6 mL/s were power-injected into the antecubital vein. Descending aorta contrast-triggered (120 HU), ECG-gated scanning was then performed in a single breath hold. Scanning parameters included heart rate dependent pitch (0.2–0.45), gantry rotation time of 270 ms, tube voltage of 100 or 120 kVp, depending on the patient’s BMI and a tube current of 125–300 mA/s depending on the thoracic circumference measurement. Where the heart rate was \(<65\) b.p.m., a step and shoot acquisition with 3% phase tolerance was acquired. For patients with heart rates \(>65\) b.p.m., a retrospective ECG-gated acquisition was acquired to permit ECG-editing and reconstruction of additional systolic phases. The acquired coronary CTA data were reconstructed using iterative reconstruction (iDose level 4) with the use of 0.8 mm slice thickness, 0.4 mm slice increment, 250 mm field of view, 512 \(\times\) 512 matrix, and a sharp reconstruction kernel. If reconstruction from standard phases of the cardiac cycle resulted in left atrial wall boundaries that were marred by cardiac motion artefact, additional phases were reconstructed and analysed. In the presence of significant ventricular ectopy, ECG-editing was performed using vendor-specific software.

Calculating left atrial wall thickness

The calculation of LAWT involved three stages, shown schematically in Figure 1. The first stage required the cropping of the CT image to isolate the atria. The second stage involved the segmentation of the left atrium from the entire cardiac CTA dataset, whilst the third stage
involved solving the Laplace equations over a computational model generated from the respective segmented left atrium.

**Segmentation**

Creating a segmentation of the atria from any imaging modality is an essential part of calculating wall thickness. Images were segmented using the Python scripting tools for automating image processing steps within the freely available Seg3D2 software package. In brief, coronary CTA scans were manually cropped to encapsulate the left atria. An automated script was applied. A 4-point median filter to the image and segmented the left atrial blood cavity using a threshold value of 250 HU. The blood pool threshold was manually corrected to remove spurious connections with the aorta, coronary sinus, and right atria. A sphere was placed in the left ventricle that identified the location of the mitral valve, and separated any labelled ventricular blood from the left atrial blood pool. An automated script then identified all viable atrial myocardial tissue. First, regions with 50–180 HU (this elevated value reflects the presence of contrast agent in the blood elevating the HU value of myocardium) were thresholded. These values were chosen based on the HU values of the left ventricular myocardium. Large thick contiguous regions were removed from the mask of potential atrial tissue, due to the undesired inclusion of the un-contrasted right atrial blood pool and basal left ventricular tissue. The atrial blood pool, identified previously, was then removed from the reduced mask to identify all viable regions of atrial tissue. The atrial wall was then segmented in layers. The first layer was formed by dilating the blood pool region by 1 voxel as the atrial wall was assumed to be at least 1 voxel thick. The remaining layers were determined by dilating the current atrial wall and adding any regions that fell on voxels labelled previously as being viable atrial tissue. This was repeated four times. The final image was then dilated and eroded by 2 voxels to remove any spurious segmentations.

**Solving the Laplace equations**

At its simplest wall thickness can be calculated by the length of the normal projection (Figure 2A) from either the endocardial (point x) or epicardial (point y) surface or the shortest Euclidian distance between the two surfaces at any two points (Figure 2B).

However, as demonstrated in Figure 2, these approaches can generate spurious solutions, as indicated by the red arrows. From electromagnetism, we know that by solving the Laplace equation we can derive a smooth set of non-intersecting field lines between two bodies, be they points, lines, sheets, or arbitrary objects. As shown in Figure 2C, a family of dashed curves can be created that provide smooth, non-intersecting, and continuous lines between the surfaces. The distance of curves orthogonal to these lines, then provides a measure of the wall thickness at all points on the endocardial and epicardial surface. The length of the field lines is calculated in three steps. First the Laplace equation,

\[ \nabla^2 u = 0 \quad (1) \]

is solved over the domain (Ω) encompassing the atrial wall, enclosed by the endocardial (\( \partial \Omega_{\text{endo}} \)), epicardial (\( \partial \Omega_{\text{epi}} \)), and remaining (\( \partial \Omega_{r} \)) boundary surfaces. We impose boundary conditions

\[ \begin{align*}
    u|_{\partial \Omega_{\text{endo}}} & = 1 \\
    u|_{\partial \Omega_{\text{epi}}} & = 0 \\
    \frac{\partial u}{\partial n}|_{\partial \Omega_{r}} & = 0. \quad (2)
\end{align*} \]

In brief, Eq. (1) is solved using the finite element simulation platform Cardiac Arrhythmia Research Package. High fidelity and resolution tetrahedral meshes are created over the atrial wall using the Tarantula meshing software package (www.meshingaz.com) to mathematically define the atrial wall domain (Ω). Unstructured tetrahedral meshes are used to allow subvoxel resolution and remove potential bias in the solution from regular voxel-based meshes. The nodes lying on the edge of the cropped segmentation image and within 1 mm of the sphere defining the mitral valve are labelled as belonging to the remaining boundary surface (\( \partial \Omega_{r} \)). A flood fill algorithm is then used to identify all unconnected node groups that lie on the mesh surface. The first and second largest node groups are then set as the epicardium and endocardium, respectively. All other surface nodes are labelled as lying on the remaining boundary surface.

**Calculating the length of field lines**

To calculate the LAWT from the Laplace equations requires the calculation of field lines and the subsequent integration of length along the field lines. The field line direction at each element in the finite element mesh is calculated from

\[ v = \frac{\nabla u}{||\nabla u||}. \quad (3) \]

To calculate the length of field line particles is seeded on the endocardium and epicardium. The particles move away from their initial surface in the direction of the vector field (Eq. 3). Tracking the distance travelled by a particle as it traverses from the endocardium to epicardium or vice versa then gives the wall thickness at the point of the particle’s origin.

**Left atrium phantom**

A left atrium phantom was created to validate the Laplace wall thickness method applied to CT images. The phantom was designed to test the accuracy of the wall thickness measurements and determine the limits of the method within the resolution constraints of CT. The model was created in Solidworks and printed using a 100 µm resolution resin 3D printer. The model was scanned using the cardiac CT protocol with an ECG emulator.
Computation and visualization

All results were performed using a 12 core Xeon X5650 2.67 GHz Linux Dell work station with 40 Gb of memory. Meshes and all results were visualized using Meshalyzer courtesy of Dr E. J. Vigmond.

Results

Algorithm validation

Figure 3 shows the left atrium phantom design (Figure 3A) and the 3D printed phantom and corresponding CT image (Figure 3B). Figure 3C and D compares the wall thickness calculation directly from the design and from the CT image of phantom, respectively. Figure 3E compares the error in wall thickness calculations for the computer design (top row) and from the CT image (bottom row). The known thicknesses of each of the eight segments of the left atrium phantom are labelled 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 mm between the rows. The pulmonary vein-like structures have thicknesses of 0.5 and 1.0 mm. Greyed out and white regions have error beyond 0.2 mm. In regions close to the insertion of pulmonary vein-like structure, we see a significant grey area corresponding to the thinning of the segment at the point of insertion; this is most prominent in the 5 mm segment.

The top panel of Figure 3E quantifies the error introduced by the discretization of the phantom volume, solution of the Laplace equations, and calculation of stream line length. The error is on the order of <0.05 mm this compares with a mesh mean resolution of 0.125 mm.

The bottom panel of Figure 3E shows the ability of the Laplace method to calculate wall thickness from CT images. For wall thicknesses >0.5 mm, the error falls within 0.2 mm. For thickness of 0.25 and 0.5 mm, the error is >0.2 mm. We can see from the top panel of Figure 3E that given an idealized description of the geometry that the Laplace method is capable of accurately calculating these thicknesses, but that for thicknesses of <0.5 mm the resolution of the CT image and the effect of partial volumes on the segmentation mean that the Laplace method cannot quantitatively determine the wall thickness.

Calculation of wall thickness across the atria

There were 10 patients with a median age of 51 (32–86) years of whom 4 were male. Coronary CTA was performed as a prelude to cardiothoracic surgery in 5 (50%) patients, for symptoms of chest pain in 4 (40%) patients and to exclude left atrial appendage thrombus in 1 (10%) patient. Of the 10 patients 8 (80%) were in sinus rhythm and 2 (20%) patients in AF at the time of the scan. The baseline demographics for the population are given in Table 1.

Ten atria were segmented providing voxel-based descriptions of atrial anatomy, taking ~30 min per case. The steps of the segmentation process are shown in Figure 4. Tetrahedral meshes were created for all atria taking ~20 min. Figure 5 shows an example mesh and level of detail captured by the mesh. Mean mesh edge length was 0.18–0.27 mm with 1.9–4.1 million and 9.4–20.6 million degrees of freedom and tetrahedral per mesh, respectively.

The Laplace equation was solved for each case taking ~30 s. The gradient was then calculated as a post-processing step and used to calculate field line lengths directly using particle tracking taking ~30 min. Figure 6 shows the calculated wall thickness on the endocardium and epicardium for the 10 cases. We see the algorithm correctly identifying thicker protrusions on the atria surface and a range of thickness distributions between patients with some cases having notably thicker walls across the roof of the atria. The resulting distribution of wall thickness for each patient case is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 3 Validation of Laplace wall thickness method. (A) Schematic of computed model of the left atrium phantom. (B) Three-dimensional printed and CT images from the atrium phantom. (C) Wall thickness calculated from the computer model of the atrium phantom. (D) Wall thickness calculated from the CT image of the 3D printed atrium phantom. (E) Comparison of the error in each wall segment against the known true value for the computer modelled atrium (top row) and the CT image of the 3D printed phantom (bottom row).
Discussion

In the present study we validate and apply for the first time a novel tool chain to robustly calculate LAWT across the entire left atrium.

Atrial fibrillation is the most common sustained arrhythmia with an estimated overall prevalence of 0.95%. It is associated with significant morbidity and mortality from stroke, sudden cardiac death, heart failure, and impaired cognitive function. Although pulmonary vein isolation by RFA has emerged as an effective treatment for carefully selected symptomatic patients, the long-term success rates remain suboptimal with repeated procedures often being required. It is possible that the incorporation of LAWT measurements into pre-procedural planning and intra-procedural guidance may be useful in improving patient outcomes by identifying thin high-risk locations, identifying ablation targets and permitting titration of RF energy and contact force according to site- and patient-specific structural characteristics.

Despite these potential benefits, the measurement of LAWT is challenging. There is a high degree of left atrial anatomical variability with individual patients having atria with a distinct size, shape, and number of pulmonary veins. In addition, the walls of the atria consist of multiple tissue types, with distinct physiology, roles, and properties. The left atrial wall predominantly consists of atrial myocytes but also contains fibrous and fatty tissue that make up an important component of the total wall thickness. The significant variation in wall thickness across the atria, the lack of a unique repeatable anatomical reference system, and ambiguity in the definition of wall thickness leads to significant variation in reported wall thickness measurements for different methodologies and patient populations.

Previous direct measurements of atrial wall thickness have been performed ex vivo in cadaveric anatomical studies. These measurements were performed at discrete locations and may have included varying amounts of fatty or fibrous tissue in the thickness measurements. The results from these two studies are discrepant: atrial thickness was measured at 2.1–2.9 mm across the roof of the atria in one study but was more than 50% thinner with a mean roof thickness of 1.06 mm in a second study. Variation in thickness between atrial regions has also been observed in CT studies of the left atrium, which reveal consistently smaller wall thicknesses when compared with cadaveric studies. This may reflect the limited resolution of CT measurements due to voxel size in earlier studies, that CT differentiates myocardium from fat and hence different tissue fractions are included in the measurement or, that the fixation process affects measurements. In studies that have measured...
LAWT along lines of ablation in patients with AF, there has been considerable variability with measurements varying from 2.1–2.9 mm\textsuperscript{18} to 0–7.7 mm.\textsuperscript{19} This significant variation both between patients and across different regions of the atria motivates the need to measure regional wall thickness in individuals.

There are a number of limitations to previously reported techniques for measuring LAW. In ex vivo fixed preparations of the left atrium, the measurements of LAW using calipers likely included fibrotic, fat, and myocardial tissue. In addition, it is recognised that there is variability in LAW measurements at different sites of the atria.

**Figure 5** Atria (A) segmentation and corresponding (B) mesh. Increasing zoom of mesh resolution is shown in (C)–(E).

**Figure 6** Endocardial and epicardial wall thickness from 0 mm (dark blue) to 5 mm (red) for patients 1–10 (A–J), respectively.
atrium. This renders isolated ex vivo or in vivo measurements of LAWT unreliable in describing the complex non-homogenous wall thickness of the left atrium. These limitations validate the need for a technique that can rapidly and accurately generate LAWT maps that can be utilized clinically.

In the present study we therefore developed a novel technique to efficiently and effectively improve LAWT measurements using a finite element-based method. The Laplace equation was solved on a finite element mesh of the atria and the length of the field lines running from the endocardium to the epicardium provided a complete description of the atrial wall thickness. We separated this process into three modular components that will permit further refinements with evolving technology. First, we describe a simple semi-automated, yet robust, method for segmenting the atrial wall. Secondly, we generate a high-quality finite element tetrahedral mesh and solve the Laplace equations. Thirdly, the lengths of the field lines were calculated. In this study we focused on describing and validating the tool chain. Further studies are indicated to determine whether the incorporation of LAWT maps into pre- or peri-procedural RFCA procedures for AF will result in improved patient outcomes.

Limitations
This study represents a feasibility and methodology study and hence the patient numbers are small. We elected to include patients in both sinus rhythm and AF to ensure that the technique was robust across different patient populations. Although we demonstrate that the measurement of LAWT is possible using mathematical modelling, the findings in this study were not used clinically. Further studies are indicated to determine whether the incorporation of LAWT maps from patients in AF impact on pre- or peri-procedural planning and post-procedural outcomes from RFA. This is the subject of ongoing work by our group.

Clinical implementation
There is increasing interest in calculating LAWT for clinical studies and guiding procedures. We have demonstrated a robust and accurate method for calculating LAWT in the complex LA anatomy. The current implementation is an offline processing pipeline that takes 1.5–2 h. This time could be reduced to 45–60 min by implementing a fully automated segmentation and parallelising the particle tracking elements of the code could. The LAWT calculations are dependent on the CTA image and subsequent segmentation quality. Tailoring the CTA protocol to maximize contrast in both the RA and LA chambers would improve identification of the atrial septum and calculation of its thickness.

Conclusion
The measurement of LAWT can be reliably performed and displayed using the solution of the Laplace equations in patients with sinus rhythm and AF. The thin sheet approximation greatly reduces the computational and implementation burden for calculating wall thickness while only introducing nominal errors in the wall thickness calculation. Further work is indicated to determine whether the incorporation of LAWT measurements improves outcomes and procedural success in patients undergoing RFA for AF.
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The ligament of Marshall is an epicardial vestigial fold that contains the vein of Marshall (VOM) and a myocardial sleeve called the Marshall bundle (MB). Marshall bundle epicardial connections bypassing the endocardial mitral isthmus (MI) should be blocked to achieve complete MI block. We report the first instance of MB conduction block through disconnection of coronary sinus (CS)–MB connections.

A 47-year-old man underwent ablation for persistent atrial fibrillation. An epicardial conduction pathway via the MB bypassing endocardial MI was suspected, and a 2 Fr octopolar electrode was inserted into the VOM. After the endocardial MI and CS ablation, the VOM activation sequence during CS 7–8 pacing changed from proximal to distal to proximal. The conduction time from CS 1–2 to VOM 1–2 during CS 1–2 pacing was longer than that from CS 7–8 to VOM 1–2 during CS 7–8 pacing. The conduction time from VOM 3–4 to CS 7–8 during VOM 3–4 pacing was also longer than that from VOM 1–2 to CS 7–8 during VOM 1–2 pacing. These findings indicated the complete bidirectional block of CS-MB connections. Close attention should be paid to the MB epicardial connections, whereby complete MI block may be successfully achieved without excess radiofrequency application.

The full-length version of this report can be viewed at: http://www.escardio.org/Guidelines-&-Education/E%28E2%93%91urning/Clinical-cases/Electrophysiology/EP-Case-Reports